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Dear Professor tfewell:
We take Pleasure in submitting herewith a thesis entitled •Eeynoldg 1
lumber Sffect on Oas furbine Performance, Design of a Test Installation for
Investigation of, in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree
of Master of Science in Aeronautical Engineering,
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The authors hare been assisted considerably in the ^reparation
of this thesis by the cooperation of various oersons on the st&.ff of the
$as Turbine Laboratory, the Mechanical Engineering Depart*aent and the
Aeronautical engineering t)epertraent. Professor I. S. Taylor has contri-
buted unstintiagly with his adrice and experience, without which the
authors would hare been sorely handicapped^ The requested adrice of and
analysis by Professor A. 1. Hogowski relative to the feasibility of
applying an Bddy Current Bralce as a dynamometer was greatly appreciated.
' r. ft Lustwerk of the Gas Turbine Laboratory provided valuable infor-
mation relative to his experience In use and operation of the wind tunnel.
Kr» A, I. Bedding of the Meetinghouse Electric Corporation contributed
an afternoon of his time, and provided a basis for the final choice of
dynamometer tjne. He was instrumental in providing drawings and speci-
fications of a similar device owned by the comany. To such individuals,
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1.1 It is of vital concern to aviation interests to be able to make pre-
dictions of gss turbine performance with due regard to the effects of geo-
metric scale and/or changes in altitude, which are directly related to
Reynolds Number. Due to the large quantities of air involved in the gas
turbine cycle in actual practice, it is extremely expensive to construct
wind tunnels, or other such te«t facilities, for the calibration or testing
of suck ~>ower units at varying Reynolds dumber. A* a stop-gap erasure, it
has been the practice of designers to estimate performance of piMpMtA engines
on the basis of geometric *nd dynamic similarity to smaller or siailf.r
existing engines. Altitude performance hes been predicted from sea level
tests on actual engines in terms of dynamic similarity in speeds, terapera-
ture and pressure levels, etc. These predictions generally have disregarded
the t>ossihlllty that component efficiencies may vary for the conditions of
such extrapolations. Cascade tests have provided a two-dimensional basis
for correcting for induced aerodynamic losses, with fairly well substan-
tiated earplrical correction factors to three-dimensional conditions, (ref.
(a)). However, airfoil profile losses, which are more directly related
to Reynolds 1 dumber, have not been so accurately determinable, especially
over the possible range of operation at altitude.
1.2 The Gas turbine laboratory at KIT has in Its possession a small scale
turbo-jet engine manufactured by -'estinghouse Electric Coro., namely the
Model XJ3P-^,Ja (X9.*5B). This engine provides a slngle-etage turbine with
blade-tip diasa. of J5.1 in. and a root diam. of *>•* i». ^*he variable-
density wind tunnel at the above activity provides s test facility la







a ran^e of Keynote' lumbers from ?53#500 to 25,350 based on blade chord
and turbine Inlet condition*!. (eee Armendix X>) # This would extend the
range of Investigation reported in ref. (a) by approximately ?5 per cent
on the ur?oer limit and 33 per cent on the lower Halt of that of ref. (a).
It is the ur< ose of this project to -rovide a design for the required test
installation and associated e^ui^ment so that the above facilities way be




2.1 figures 3 to 26 show the general details of the resulting design.
fhe necessary assembly and detail drawings for existing -eatinghouse
parte are available in the §M Turbine Library and are described in
ref. (h). It will be seen that provisions have been made for a hori-
zontal installation in the low speed branch of the variable density
wind tunnel on the second floor of the Gas Turbine Laboratory, MIT. The
turbine wheel has been located as close as possible to an elbow adapter
in the tunnel so that the -^ower take-off could be token through the elbow.
This results In a condition whereby the air stream is delivered to the
turbine very shortly after the turn through the elbow, but any other in-
stallation which would provide an external location for the dynamometer
would necessitate excessively long extension shafts, which would be un-
acceptable from dynamic considerations, however, due to the rather se-
vere acceleration and diffusion in the airstreaa through the compressor
dlffusor which vms used to facilitate mounting, it is believed that flow
at entrance to the turbine nozzles will be sufficiently uniform, in both
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direction end degree of turbulence, as to be representative of actual ''hot*
running conditions et the turbine.
The installation shown will permit safe operation of the turbine at
speed* from sero to somewhat in excess of 10200 rpm. (see Appendix A for
theft extension dynamics). 1*he latter speed corresponds by dynamic simi-
larity to an actual ("not") running speed of JWXX) rpsa. (»ee Appendix 3).
I imum desired running speed is 18 t ?.?0 rpm. static inlet pressure as de-
livered by the tunnel is controllable from ??.^ psia to '\?- psia with mass
flow of ?. 005 to .7005 lbs. /sec., permitting nower variation in the ratio
10 to 1 at any turbine speed. Total temperature at tunnel compressor out-
let in controllable from 80° to 100° ?. , corrosoonding to a static tem-
perature range of from 73° to ^3° f. at the turbine inlet. The possible
range of investigation will be from a leynolds* dumber of 25,35® to 253 • 500*
?.3 Assembly directions for the test installation will be found in Sections
5.0 to 5»«?6 inclusive. Detailed operating instructions have been based on
the various considerations of the proposed design, and on safety. They
will be found in Sections 6.0 to 6.3U inclusive. It is to be noted espe-
cially that operation at speeds over 1X200 rpa. will most probably be safe,
since that represents the critical soeed for the new turbine shaft exten-
sion, assuming tero fixity at the ends. The assumption is considered to
be very conservative. All appendices have been prepared for a top speed
of 20*000 rpm. , at which it is recommended that the safety governor men-
tioned in Section 3.5 be set, thereby "providing a margin of 1,780 mm.
over maximum desired operating speed, for adjustment purpose? during
running.
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3.1 In prorlAlnj; ft v y for •« e tur~
if Um
,
<rbo-Jet er <*t; obvious ueed
wa§ for r> 'le-rice c&peble o^ ftVftSffel 1 ; an output of 3J0
at 20 f000 fpa. (see . -ossib '. .tion la output in
t" I ratio of 10/1 p v 4. Levi9+1 are not T)rasently"
MfeilaJ ro -..bio commercially except, probably,
on a iftTSlopfl . :oaaary to Assign such
a dynssno»neter 3 . oasid t c 1 considered, all
hich 1 ftSjl themselves to direct coir ith the turbine (a
very deairrble ft&4 necessary feature), and $t in the follow-
ing paragraphs 1
3.11 A plain disc running submerged in vcter, to absorb the renuired
power through skin friction S&A circulation effects. 'I'he vnri*tlon
in power absorption could be controlled by "water l^vel ' (OSat of
water) on the disc, since any water in th«^ Uec chamber will be thrown
aa far out on the disc as possible by centrifugal effects, Diis tec w
ai^ue was discarded when it was shown (i t, although the
raexiamm T>ov«r could ersily be absorbed by one submerged disc of small
. ., there would very lively be instability in ftpsratla* at low power
imut at high speeds, ''the location of the inner radius of D er was
very critical un.ier such conditions. (Power varies approximately with
fifth nowcr of rartius, third ^ower of speed).
3.1?. The ftssv* led t* SSast&traHOB of the possibility of using a




deoth. ?ov«r absorntion would! vary linearly with the sulnaer#ed length
of the cylinder (Amendlx &). However, .vmendix S shows that a shaft
of excessive length would be required If Any degree of stability were
to be achieved at low power settings. Its vibration characteristics
would rsrob&bly be unacceptable, €s« seen from the analysis for the tur-
bine shaft extension (Appendix *)• yurthenaore, a pressure-tight en-
closing cylinder would bs required to orevent the water frosi being thrown
away uncontrollably in excess of that aaiount required for cooling. ~his
would probably result in a violent circulation in the container, with
possible lnstability t not readily analysed jaathomatically. For those
sons, the technique was considered to be not usable, and was dis-
carded.
3.13 lower absorption by ^uaoin^ water through a centrifugal
water wheel. Since the water leaving the wheel would be thrown away
or used for recirculation, iaout would r»rob&bly be measured aiost
easily by some sort ot torque-aieter on the connecting shaft. »ater
would be Introduced into the wheel axlnlly as near the axis as
possible, and its ao&entusa would be changed by producing tangential
velocity at the ria. Appendix H shows that for reasonable flows,
tangential velocities would be such as to cause unacceptable erosive
action on any enclosing casing with which it slight cojswb in contact.
A visit to the Gas Turbine Division of ««'estinghouse at their South
Philadelphia -orks revealed that that company h&& conducted tests to
determine the severity of such erosion. They directed © jet of water
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which produced a relative velocity of 1000 ft. /sec. The plate wa* severed
within a neriod of fir*; seconds. Although it is considered possible that
other material* could be found which would snow better durability in this
desired application, it would be optimistic to believe that one could be
found which would hare acceptable service life. 'Therefore thie technique
was discarded.
A device which has shown very satisfactory results locally as
a ^ower absorption device is the 3ddy Current Brake, fhis device con-
sists of a metal disc rotating in electrically induced magnetic fields,
The he*t produced in the Plate by the eddy current generation is carried
away by water jets, usually directed through the cores of the electro-
magnetic coil*. Bef. (b) gives the operating characteristics for such
brakes with wheals of magnetic materials. &or# desirable high-speed
characteristics are obtained when non-sia^netic materials are used in
the wheels. Although there ha* been no local experience with such brakes
at the desired top operating speed, frof. A. a. Rogowski of the Mechani-
cal 'ngineering provided an extrapolation of some of his test results on
brakes of several steels at speeds up to 10,OCX- Ty*. This extrapolation
predicted the following design provisions for the subject problem:
Material Disc WU* (Dia*.) ». Ooil Pair* Aarp-turns/coil pair
lg-g fttftialeftfl Steel 19" U lH tO00
18-g Stainless Steel lU* 5 lU,
Steel (Boiler Plate) lU* g.h \h t
However, it is shown in Appendix ? that the necessary flow of water re-
quired for noraal cooling in a water brake was 12.71 «al./min.. In the
.rr
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Eddy Current Brake It Is believed that the transmission of heat to the
coaling water would he eonsider&bl lest effective than in the simple
water brake, resulting in a such higher flow requirement, ?his water
would be subjected to considerable centrifugal -mraoing on the brake
wheel surface, at radii of not less than 7-ia.t making for considerable
unmca curable losses. Further, windage losses alone on. a wheel of such
•ise would not be acceptable if not measurable. These problems could
probably be obviated if nower input were to be determined by torque
measurements in the shaft, but such laeaBuresieata are of questionable
accuracy. Further, there vealA be the above-mentioned erosion problem
of collecting water W0t%Mg at high velocities. This technique was
shelved therefore, in favor of one which shoved more promise, discussed
below.
3.15 ")urin<$ the above-mentioned visit to estingheuse, It was
learned th».t that organisation lias been usln*? successfully a Troude-
ty>e water brake for applications similar to ours. This device is in
effect a 100f£-allr> hydraulic clutch, with sower absorption controllable
by varying the amount of water in the casing, cooling to be provided by
continuous replacement. Fig. 1 provides typical performance character-
istics obtained by vrestin&house. ?he plot was obtained by extrapolation
if the test data for much larger but slower similar brakes, adjusting
scale by the fifth-^over rule for nower variation with radius, and the
third-^ower rule for variation with rotational speed. Actual tost re-
sults agreed very satisfactorily with the predictions on this basis.




extrapolation of the wheel and stator dimensions by the sarae rules. The
:r hat delivered to M.X.7. the detailed drawings and ^erfonaanee data
for this brake. They pointed out that in no way did ther fttwatt the
design, performance » or ssfetv of the device, nor are they on the market
to sell such eculoMsat. It is considered that it la within the c**r>abili-
ties of loeal fiuUiUtl to -aannfacture such device, uainjg the general
detail* provided by Wft%t^rfH<IH « tt could he ftMptofcd in sush • Mf that
a "fawlly* of characteristics similar to that of fig* 1 could he obtained
%f by pfwviAtag different sets of -_>ower wheals Ml * tutors, with
adapter s which would ggwt the ptnygf M4&M *old«. Although the produc-
tion cost of each a fcvalt* i« considerably creator than it would have been
for so*ie of the lighttlMM described above, this is considered to ho justi-
fied by the characteristic* obtained Mi their reliability, and the sta-
bility aid controllability of the device over the desired, rmx .
%2 In the interests of eeoneray it wa? decided to use as «uch of the
available turbo-Jet engine M possible in the desired installation, to
minimise ths ausaber of new oarts which would have to be raade. The con-
struction of the engine T>eradtted a complete sen&retlon of ec&aonente
ft * ahind the MfPNMf at the shaft coupling and for ce of
the GOJs^refRor tifftoMV flange, fhis left the cajapressor diffuear, cotb-
hu«tlon cha.-uber, hearing? MMMWt assembly, ?md turbine Inlet nosslee
availphle s? a eonnlete assembly in which the turbine enh-' SssmiIj could
be installed collate with two radial roller bearings. *M lubrication
distribution syeteta for the two bfiarinf?3 is integral with the rerulting






was incorporated In the compressor assembly, it became necessary to oro-
vide replacement when the forward part of the engine was, discarded.
3*his ha* been provided external to the tunnel, and has been incorporated
on the cou~>lln£ of the turbine shaft extension, as shown on ?l<g;. 3» i»
order to Minimize turbine shaft extension length, (See Appendix I for
analysis of Thrust Bearing requirements.) A sealed bearing is used to
eliminate the luhri cation problsn and the possibility of conta»inating
the tunnel thro\i#h the tunnel seel. The fuel nozzles tnd sowbustion
chamber liner were removed and replaced with new inner fairings (Figs.
15 *o conduct the airstream to the turbine with as little loss
and turbulence as possible.
3*231 'nal lubrication of the two roller bearings (Mos. 2 and 3
of the turbo-jet engine ) is by an oil-air aist produced by a pusip (V-est-
fat*** Part Fo. ^J^f'-S) and Mixer (Meetinghouse Fart He. lUf>2lQ~lin« l)
working off the accessory Ruction. Hinee the accessory section has been
discarded along with the forward part of the engine, it will, be necessary
to mount the pusm an? wixer so*evhere external with an auxiliary drive
for the mimp (an electric motor at 175 r f . would be edequata). this
should be mounted as close to the test installation as possible. Air
for the ffitxsr can be drawn from the room through a reducing valve by
which pressure in the herring support will be controllable. The sca-
venging system described below will orovide the pressure differential
requires for flow. Ref. (h) shows the necessary pining and connections,
which should be duplicated a** n«srly as possible in the test installation.
The oil-air raist line should bo introduced through the turbine support
flange in the tunnel by weans of « fixed gas-tight fitting.
.*ffj if* «f* «i •*a«n
3. p2 In normal >1X- from the bearings
into the exhaust And t.=).ro'- . rer, It li not pamlssabls la Ait*
- any ooTiti---.iL lotion into the vin<i tunnel BjrstoM because of cleanliness
requirement? whe. leren apparatus or Interferometers Are to be used.
Therefore, eosae sort of an auxiu Ntftaf V^M **a<l to be devie- .
It vas seen that the turbine be&ri ' assart dieted wit) .in
the compressor diffusor end turbine Vttflrl v-ort fcssenbly. A labyrinth
seal for the turbine | v f[ r*-et i« »ema1 the after end of the
beti upinjET in plate of the old r* ('--'estiughouse Part
!§•« 1^(»965~1A2) t which were discrrfle*?. rvaffl end i« sealed by
•tani of a nev nose cone, (li*?. 21) » which mil on the dif ?u«»or casti-
In plaaa of the former lif^nsor cone and seal ( I i»a Fart Ho,
19E269 line 1&2), and on the nev shaft extension by a labyrinth seal in-
corporated in the qqw Mt* cone. ttMUPp crests are provided in the seals
to provide for "running in T< to minimum cleirfnce on the shaft. The rubber
gesket ftt the after end is needed to coyer existing screw holes and other
cutaways in the aft*r bearings housing flange, and to effect tne seal be-
tween the bearing* housing and the b**f :>rt. It is to be made
oversize relative to the I.~>. of the sapport tube, so that the necessary
deformation during assembly will ef >ct the seal. An inward flow must
be est Mi at all sanls and Joints, to ensure that no oil gets into
the tunnel. Nftyen ; nes cut into the bearings aunnort (see Fig.
17) will satisfy this requirement when connected to a large-capacity
ejector traHabls in the laboratory. The coahus-tion chamber must be
turned from its normal lastsllas position ralatiTS to the diffusor so
i
11.
that one of the spark ~*lu£ holes which orovlda accents for the evacuation
lines will be located as nearly at the bottom ap possible. See nAra,gxat>h
5.1 (c). The lines have been ade a« big as i« consistent with required
oassaije through the existing spark 'soles in the combustion chamber
casing, to -ore-vide as much insurance a«. possible that available flow will
exceed any leakage through the various joints and seals.
3.3 °ne of the major decision* M to hov the te?t installation could
best be made concerned the manner an?! location of the turbine in the
wind tunnel system. It would have been the 'cleanest* installation if
the turbine and dynamometer could have been mounted ate a unit entirely
within the tunnel, this would have eliminated the ne9i fnr a turbine
shaft extension, since the dynamometer could have been oou led directly
to the existing turbine sh?ft conoling. However, it it obvious that &
dynamometer •paratiag at the reouired speeds must depend on some sort of
a fluid medium. The requirement of no contamination in the tunnel there-
fore ruled out this v;oaeibility, since the problem ef perfectly sealing
the dynamometer would surely have been a major stumbling block. The
logical alternative was to locate at one of the elbows in the tunnel,
so that the dynamometer, externally mounted, could be coupled to the
turbine shaft extension -projecting through the wall of the elbow. Rather
than cut ur> the existing tunnel elbow at the desired location, it was
decided to com letely replace It with a new design. This #ives the added
advantage of designing for shortest possible shaft extension. The outer-
most passage diameter at inlet to the dlffuser fortunately allowed direct
mating to a $-ln. nominal-sise »&]>•• and so, since the entire regular el-
bow required replacement, S-inch pip* Rnd. fittings are used wherever
. ( .* i
.
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possible. Three elbows or types of turn were available, a standard 8-inch
"^ill tilIn" elbo* , with an eight-inch turning radius on the centerline;
a standard g-in "long radius 4 elbow with twelve-inch turning radius on the
centerline, and an as»e&hly consisting of tvo sections of S-ia. tube joiued
at right angles by means of & section of turning vsnes siailar to the "Ductum"
presently used in the tunnel system. It was determined tht\t the shortest
possible shaft extension lengths were lfr*9&9 *a » » *-»97!> *»•# a«d I0.765 Ir-
respectively. Since it was known that this length would be critical, it was
decided to let it control the selection. The "short-radius" elbow is obviously
the logical choice. ?ig. 2 shows a development of the flow area which will
be obtained through the "short-radius* elbow. It can be seen that pressure
changes along the centerline will be regular and always in one direction,
although highest acceleration occurs first on the under side of the nose
cone, and subsequently on the upper side as the strata progresses through
the elbow, fhis sequence way well be advantageous fro» the ooint of view
of possible separation on the inside of the turn. At any rate, as has been
mentioned previously, it is considered that any turbulence and other irregu-
larities? produced in the stream by the passage through the elbow will be
obliterated sufficiently in the orocess of diffusion into the combustion
chamber passages.
J #3I Anpendix A presents an approximate analysis of the dynamics of
the extension shaft reouired with the short-radius elbow. On the besis
of an equivalent beam with pinned ends the critical speed would be 18,?50
rpra. On the basis of the beam with fully fixed ana's the critical *pe-»d
would be 90*906 rrm* Although the maximum desired operating speed is alaost
identical with the former, the design is considered to be reasonably conser-







both bearing supports, so that a considerable degree of fixity is obtained,
endix J shows that a tapered joint between the shaft extension
and the dynamometer coupling la adequate for the applicable power trans-
mission, so that costly spl inert joints can be eliminated.
The tunnel provides en alrstraan of controlled huaidity. further*
the masa flow in the stream is normally measured at a point considerably down-
streara froaa the n©'# elbow, &nt\ flow through the txxrbine must be knM accurately.
Therefore leakage into or out of the tunnel mist be minimised, and for this
reason the joint between the extension shaft and the tunnel elbow raust be
sealed as effectively as possible. *hls is accomplished by a labyrinth seal
and gneteet (Fi^s. 12 and 13). The seal is secured to the tunnel adapter pad
(Tig m 11). Since the seal depends on very assail clearances on the shaft for
its effectiveness, and it is of significant length, the rigid specification
that the inner face of the adapter pad be normal to the shaft axis, requiring
final machining after assembly, is necessary. The securing bolt holes in
the adapter have been specified oversize purposely to provide for ro^er
radial positioning. J^urther, it was found that a simple enclosed radial
ball bearing was adequate as a thrust bearing, but it is required that it
be in very close alignment with the shaft. Hence the specification the
adapter pad outer end be truly normal to the shaft axis. Although small
discrepancies in axial, position of the adapter face can be accommodated by
shimming between the "bearing spacer, (Fig. 1 5 and the adapter, such dif-
ferences should be kept to a niniarua, and therefore It has been specified









^.4 The low-speed branch if the wind tunnel structurally is essentially
e large inverted *U" which is stxpported fct its lower ends in the basement
of the laboratory, with no support on the second floor where the test in-
stallation is to be made. Any elongation in the vertical section before
the test installation const result in added dleplacement of the horizontal
center line of the tunnel from the level of the second floor, fhis would
preclude the possibility of mounting the dynamometer on the secoad floor
independent of the tunnel structure, since it is imperative that the dyna-
mometer and turbine shaft axes be in closest possible alignment due to the
high operating sr>eed. This may be accomplished most handily by mounting
directly on the lower tunnel adapter flange at the top of the vertical
section of the tunnel, securing with the flange bolts, fhla Is shown
schematically in t%£* 3» *ke dynamometer mount io essentially a table
with angle-iron lefts which straddle the 8-inch elbow and project down to
and are secured to the adapter flange. The table must be so constructed
that the dynamometer securing bolts may be located at wil' 1
. , to permit ad-
justment in angular alignment. Coincidence of the two shaft axes at the
coupling is ensured by the coupling design.
3.^1 ?he nicest Installation would have provided a flexible and self-
aligning coupling between the turbine and the dynamoiaeter. Several Boston
representatives of nationally-known makers of flexible cou
-
..liars were con-
tacted and queried about providing such cow lings for this application.
S'here were no sueh standard couplings usable at above 1 . .. nnd
reference to the engineering departments of the several companies yielded




speed-r»ower combination. The fast's Oo>r.>li rtstent of the Ko^pers
•any, lac, offered a facial coupling, their I)wg. Re. 85~12*>20-fc, at
a cost of 198.00. Th» coupling v«g U 5/g-io. long and U V;/l6-in. on the
0. 13. The external area yrt*14»< thereby was considered to he unacceptable
dae to the probability of showing hl#h unmeasurabl© windage losses which
would be a l^rge r>ortion of the total wHjiml of the turbine at low ^over-
high iroeed settlngo. therefore It was decided to specify a rigid couling
similar to the one meed by the Manufacturer of the turbo-jet engine. A
rigid coupling 1* alto specified for the junction between the turbine shaft
and shaft extension. Twelve fitted coupling bolts are available from the
old turbine-compressor connection. Due to the fact that this installation
will be run at less than one-half the design pe&fc- torque, sir of these
available bolts will suffice in each of the two rigl'l couplings, and the
coupling parts which are to be nanuf&ctured locally have been designed
accord ingly.
3.5 "^he turbine of the test installation l? a high-speed device which
is susceptible to very high acceleration in the unloaded condition. On
several occasions when -estinghouse test personnel experienced no-load
run-aways with ft turbine of ap7>reriAately the same slse and oower output,
due to failure of water flow through their dynamometer , acceleration*
were estisiated to be at the rate of $000*10000 r~.-i/s«c. It is obvious
that an automatic system of emergency shut-down nust be provided. It
would be inadequate to provide raerely for a tunnel compressor cut-off,
since Its inertia is considerable and there would alto be a large mass





a safety valve in the air stream as clo?>* It tit© turbine, as oossible. This
can "be accomplished nicely at the loner tunnel adapter flange, and is repre-
sented by Fig. 5 and shown on Fig. U. The fffI loaded fiercer valve is
held o->en during normal operation by a latch, ^fhen the turbine exceeds a
preset li35lt, the latch is withdrawn by a solenoid which is energized through
a governor on the dynamometer. Ref. (a) showt schematically one possible
design for the governor and associated electrical circuits. It should be
modified to eliminate the mtMrgnneir fuel cut-off (not needed) and to provide
a tell-tale which would indicate that electrical energy is available for
the solenoid circuit when needed. Provisions also should be made to cut
off lower to the wind tunnel compressor simultaneously with triggering of
the safety valve. A hand hole is provided in the lower tunnel .adapter
flange to facilitate re-setting the safety valve with minimum alteration
to the existing tunnel structure.
** «° 1} . '- I ™*°?
k.l Static temperature and pressure must be known at any pflirt where
Reynolds' number is to be commuted, slflMg with stream velocity. Yhe latter
can be determined by comparing stagnation and static jprtStWSS* both of
w ich can be measured In an airstream with a sufficient decree of accuracy.
However, static texsosreture is not measured readily with sufficient accu-
racy, and must be reduced from stagnation temperature by means of the relation
assuming isentrooie compression to stagnation conditions, where k is the





be measured with reasonable accuracy (ref. (e)). To summarize, stagnation
temperature ann* stagnation and static pressure mist be measured immediately
ahead of the vheel, vhere Reynolds * Sabers are to be cosnared. determination
of stagnation temperature behind the turbine wheal together with stagnation
temperature ahead, will provide a "basis for commutation of turbine out
from the relation for an adiabatlc -rocess Wm «Ah e c (AT rt ), where V it
shaft work (see any reference M 1*« ." roeossme). This conuttation should
be useful for comparison with output as measured by the dynamometer* there-
fore providing a basis for an estimation of combined losses between the tur-
bine and the dynamometer* such as to bearings* seals, m-lndago* etc. The
various losses would not be sepir bl.e. ireiaent of either stagnation or
static pressure behind the turbine will provide the necessary additional
data for commutation of work in ut to the turbine, /revisions have been
made to mm*sure these values (see H^gs. 2? and 27), namely:
(a) fetal temperature at one location ahead of the turbine aossles
(at one side);
(b) Total and static pressure at the sarse olane as above* at I
and bottoa of the flow annulus;
(c) Total (and static, if required) pressure at three locations
, side, and bottom) aft of the turbine* approximately J XfZ inches
istream in the strai*$ht portion formed by the tall cone of the turbo-
jet engine. In this distance there will have been no change in the annular
area or dia'aeter from that of the 1 1 vheel, yet the flov will have been
given a chance to obtain soae &e%r&& of uniformity, and vibration-type i?j-




(4) Total tewoarAture rt the mm plaae as for (c), at a location
half-way between tvo of t. -sure *«« t 9*1*1 «•.
k.ll The ln»tm*aent MNMI Mies necessary for the fctPf have all been
dimensioned for an I. 1, of $/$«£*• «t> that an instrument her.d 3/£-lo, long
by l/*Uin. round or scu&re can he inserted. P|£« jj shows teh«sietieall7 tha
necestrry •flag tNMfctafff to BWppQi'% and provide e seal on the shanks of the
inrtruaents. These are iMtgMfti to accomodate an '---ring ^aokin& to prevent
l«*th('i!
,
ret perrr.it r Ml f lial adjustment for traversing. 1*h* accere
provided will "be sufficient to accommodate clav-tyoe yav sjetert or J toili yaw
ptid# t (ref. (c))« either of which could incorporate an additional tube for
*e&sure»eat of static pressure: K"iel-t.-^c total ressure probe ncs.de (ref.
(d)); or total tannery ture head? •t»Httf to so^e of those s liown In ref. (e).
fc*18 It i« considered that only Ive -©asurements of total and static
pressure llUlii of the turbine should sufice, «;ince there should be no
swirl at that noint, the only probable differences reuniting from the 'short
turning radios with noeeible separation in the 2- Inch elbo*ir ahead. Hence
aeasureCTant* o* pMMMri ^rat taken S4&* it the top and bottom, between
which the ^ro»to"t difference* should be apparent. Thr&e point s of orassure
measurement aft of the turbine are provided, since it is believed that s*irl
•ewroenants in the flow might make for non-uniform distribution, both radially
and circuraferent tally, further, afieasureiants will be »ore difficult to <aak*
at this station If both total and static determinations are required, since
the direction of flow taust be fAWll by yaw s?eter. It is surest ed that only
total pressure be measured at this location* using "&iel-type total nresaure






?pow n» fce >termine flow
I Beyee111 !"uwV-r, -fit -tic reA'inaant Information.
^
.13 ilM >r.tioo ire in UM ttMM& U BWltr •, and
the t»rrhine inlet tempermini* enould be i to ambient ro-ra
leejptmian Per to the ramaa&l&fff fro*
the stream ""' be Mlftta&tfti* "Vler these condition*! It Is believed, that
total tear-.erature \ead onlv be —nemfdl ftt one eircuraferentlel location
before MM h** 1 e turbine, sinae there Is no er fta? elr-
foreat1*1 variation at any given axial station.
h m%% !'o provision?* have be- tion of t
tetrwM the turbine. It vf *a-
etruaeat ?.laes em brought out thru the turbine i I ••fl-
oated on *i£. 3. It I it vil" office to iount Hn ei
eo that they • I on t :ine blades, l iMM
ftMMfttlally axial flov tfaenld be »%%at oint titer MM&4 be so
orie m '. I - -, It is reconraen&ed that the *>res*ure prebet be
of t «-.- far a chec . If | error in
trie&t&tloa vere to bo Hade, the tunnel MN&e be il I the probe
re-oriented manually through - I for thlr <ie in
the turbine nountixig flap.-;- i ice the proper orientation fcMe been obtained
it, should n'-t change for the various condition* of flev« since the volusse
flov will be §MMej|tally inv ?iri:\ble. In the event that theee nrovisione
are feres to be in fee, 11m ItieMA MM i **ovi*ions can be
le for this etotion otmil-r to thee* let !»te the laaln tunnel wall in
the transverse olane of the after-turbine ttatlom. The latter wake It

?ible to aanloulate the i>robes from out tide the funnel while running,
since it would be benificial to sake radial traverses at the after sta-
tion, and may rove to be profitable to determine stream directions at
'-, station.
U.15 Torque and ereed will be mm surable at the dynamometer. A.
^strobo-tachOTseter 1* is available in the Oas Turbine Laboratory at M.Z.T*
which has been shown to #ive accuracy within 1 a** cent, which is con-




5*1 "he i * available, the ll
•led in t^e geaav ] ir4ar I '•"*.' ^estin
Laamttflaati*; .
!
5*X1 I«i T ' fMap oil aeal nl faint1 PMwr m Urn
t- -Maa atarKgt at* Witttmfnatt Nart Ha. K]VSt^-l« I "^r«
1 ti taat the tarMaa rater and shaft aaa ili&e fft! the eaarlam
hintig. end careless hawflltag nav rmnAI la ftaaagM at rli - or rotaa
tat. It will bo saat*tt4 raa^atllta attat hart been etched onto
the turMne she ft at the place nfttlt the seal is to he effected. Any ex-
ternal projections of I set metal should be carefully honed off "before
la* seal installation. Vkle honing should he fcapt to a nlnlaus to prevent
retting the aatrft ont of round at this . os-lble rree&utiont
at prevent grit or *rrgmtnt» fro^ er Vt Ha\g*« fist faitfeay gatktl
is brought into position fron the thaft c if the stib-^sseahly,
r<--- tr% HI stretching ever ^rejection* in tea pjrattaa. (TJo not at to*
14
21.
t-> 'H.^.rt^^Ve tfea lurMaa «nV-< Ly far #©sket lae%allatioa« due to
the <mro raajairae' la n anl coupling.) Then brin£ the
'lngb??.^' Into peelttoa, lea ' -1 tallta In the two aa&lf
ftlaety ieftjpeei nn»rt.
:J
n" A th« ecee rery lightly in armtoct
;, to eatala wini«wm clearance with the shaft.
Hal laallfllJ tftfll V7' ly shar « ta aa van off into
-in-r the Initial ati f nni t the gasket
is aaatavad ea 1 P •irv. Batata the turbine wheel
! to »e eufa toe waea latarfereaae ami not taaa aytFliad. Safety
rire tire aaawtftj e.
.V "liver- e*16ar tae eeaaaatic It oo to the tur-
laae m on rig-. 17.
r p. trial eaeaafcly af I mi or m pipe* fee at *tire t.h«y do not
[eat laalftt thi l,B. af tht aaayli — ra trt. roride for tubeequent
16*at 1fleetlea of aavtiag aarta. flat nine* - (as tavern inches In
;
>f Hl»1 • 3 At ttMi ,«ifi for Clf:i7Ded
»e flttlafiSfl aa4 hAvln^* 1 it I i other end. Brc-sre
oa I straaea on the aattauetlea eaaaaar haaalag as
m in 71--. ~ * 5*111 53/® hole I each 1 «rnre I





,c -r> Uk t>>e atalaatlt chewier ecsin^ to
ft* t.D# af 13/iC Inch.
5.1- Install t! tar tall ai ai etlaa aftaajaai1 inner
ira (Hgt. 1 1 helee ead cutouts

provided for DM pro - s r srleatedt, r;/hen
brinr the combustion o drably, and the dif-
fuse? and bearing - ^ly together, drawing u- slowly vith
the ^securing: «cre^«t, end secure, mzfle "blades are vftr^r loosely
fitted In their ed out. »";e sure that the no«zle
inr.er thread is brought ! ition on the eeerlag* support end at the
stiie rate the two eub-aseesibl 1 I e ia&in securing flange.
These sub-asrenbMes are indexei n by two ounch
nric ,j:« on the m . . , id on one
the mounting lug's on the diffusor.
5.15 Secure the turbine shaft extension to the turbine, using «ix
of the twelve bolts (Wl Part.l'o. *l&Tfi line l) which ef ected the co q -
ling between the turbine shaft and the ooapreseer shan't . he resulting
assembly should then be checked for static and dynamic balance , and run-
out at the for end of the shaft extension. Safety witli cotter keys»
which should be weighed with their respective bolts before-hand. All
possible care should be taken to ensure that weights are disposed sym-
metrically, for "Ssilance of a rsnidly-rotati.-i icn will be operating
near its critical speed.
5.16 Assemble the Turbine "ub-assenbly into tin I ->ort and
Diffusor assembly. The after sealing gasket, fig. 19, is mushroomed into
the !.;>. of the Bearings fSunnort during this ptep, which will require some
force. This force • not be loosed on the turbine or its shaft, since
this would likely damage the outermost ridge of the labyrinth seal. All




the diffusor. Safety-wire the securing boltc after drawing up tight.
5.17 Install the evacuation -lines, safl peak in the apark-nlug holes
with cotton wickin,~, to minimi ze air leakage ahead of the turbine.
5.13 Install the nose cone (Tig. ~:l). Use gasket cost ound stalls? to
Permatex, Type A, sparingly on as many of the b ~s as oos*ible,
taking care not to allow any to flow into the labyrinth sealing grooves
or onto the turbine extension shaft. Hejaov© all external excess compound
after assembly. Rotate the turbine by aeas to ensure that too auch inter-
ference between labyrinth atal sot exist.
5.19 slip the tunnel seel &n<l gasket, Tift. 12 ejsfl 13, on to the turbine
extension, but do not slide then too far "
.
on mount the
turbine test assembly on the turbine support fleams and secure. Pull the
tunnel seal and gasket onto the tunnel adapter r>ad (Fi£. 11) from outside,
end secure. The sere-' holes in the nad have been drilled oversise on p««
nose, to permit nrooer ratf . nation of the teal sad gasket relative to
the shaft.
5.20 Install the thrust herring on the dynamometer coupling hrlf (Fig.
20), shrink on tho bearing retainer ring (Fig. 26). Position spacer (Hg. 1*0.
%<?1 Attach tlOTpHasj S.mfl ltartnf t-searably to the shaft extension and alio
tkrast bearing retainer (?iz, lU) into plat*, IS .own in Fig. 3. Locate
the centers of the two positioning pins from the bearing «?ur>port. Beraove
support, coupling and bearing, and r?»?acr, drill and t^> for and install
positioning nine.







retaining nut to 5^0 in-lbs. (It will be permi«sable to use a Stillson
wrench on the stub end of the turbine rotor, but the resulting burrs should
be dressed off carefully subsequently),
. 3 2"eel out the resultant axial limit? of the turbine rotor uosition
(these will be small due to the presence of the after seal), and use snlit
shias between the bearing spacer and the tunnel adapter pad to set the
rotor half way between the liiaits. Rotate the turbine by hand to be sure
that sufficient freedom exists for normal operation in the air stream.
5. 2*4- Install the evacuation pines and connect by hoses to a gas-tight
access through the turbine mounting flange.
5.25 Install the tunnel safety vtlve on the lower tunnel adapter flange,
as shown on S*ig. k. The safety valve enringe ere designed to be loaded
by a turn of fd Aef. when the valve is in the closed -oo sit ion, and should
be installed accordingly.
.
i The remainder of the assembly procedure for getting the test in-
stallation into the tunnel is straight forward end say be seen clearly
i£. 3.
s »° o?sa*Ti;.rq iViffrauoTiL: . - ,.-.
;
oris
6.1 It is recormaended that smart
.ftoffflnf or equivalent protection be
provided in the plane of the turbine wheel and that of the coupling




titrate na4 m\ Jtlon 3*5) *<>** activation
at • ism. Be «ure that the
governor parti are freely, without binding, ,nnd that the stand-by
electrical circuit for the safety air valve tripping solenoid is energized
(tell-tale light i* on . |»v»mar M tlttt the electrical
circuit to the solenoid If o - • 7&lve doe? in fact
elo*c, Reset, and close the hmBrt nnlf ll the lover tunnel adapter flange.
rt oil-air mitt evacuator, and establish pressure within the
•ort at • «r than the lowest predicted strtlc pressure
at turbine inlet. Do not - - te at any Betting wher<? this difference can
not he maintained.
. J
Start the oil nunrp for the oil air mist only after proper pressures
have "been get in accordance with 6,22. (This step might well "be accom-
plished Immediately after t c turbine starts rotating, in etftp 6.2*0,
6.2U Set the water level control on the dynamometer for maximum torque
(water chamber full),
6.25 Start the wind tunnel and establish desired flow,
5.26 Slowly reduce toroue on the dynamometer to increase turbine speed
to that desire^. I«h m '"filly for vibration .
£.?7 9kaM down tunnel immediately if safety solenoid, circuit tell-tale
t goes off, aid ro-estahlish the circuit before fcttempting further
operation. It is to be strongly esrehaajgod that t'-.li is a high-speed
•
• 1 - 1




6,31 Increase dynamometer torque to msLximura available.
It the wind tunnel, thereby etopping the turbine.
,
* After the turbine has I , shut off tne oil pump. (Thie
mi^ht well be acco; d slightly before turbine stops in step 6.32).
6.3^ ket the oil-air mist cvacuator run M long as possible rfter
stopping the Dump, to provide assurance that all oil has been removed froa
the turbine and associate! system. It, must be emphasize! Ml latere or
of the wiiid tunnel syv. <;t not be con - k#4 in any wry. fake all
pe-eeible precautions to ensure that any iialfege between the test assembly











The method of Rayleigh-Iiitz for analysis of transversely vibra-
ting "bepjis will "be followed. It will "be r fiat, from the Law
of Conservation of Snergy, the maximum attainable potential energy of
a vibrating system due to its position in space is equivalent to the
maximum attainable kinetic energy of the system due to its motion, i.e.,
PS e KI
max max
It will be assumed that the deflection curve for a vibrating ^in-
ended beam equivalent to the shaft system shown above can be repre-
sented by the equation
y m ¥. sin [~j~\ cos (wt)
where K is some unknown constant
w is rotrtional velocity, rad./funit time
Then the globe st any point is
dv- v If frrx\ t %T~ « K
-J
COfil-r— JCOS (wt) Q
and curvature at any ooint is
f& - 4t 2? ain/^\ cos (wt) d£dx
The velocity at any ooint is
dt







?or a beau Increment subjected to » beafllag MNMMft M t which ratf&tt In sn
angular deflection dO a the work fan* in briiv'in^ about the final condition
ef loading and rosition ia
AflS) m N (-re) 7 aa « 1/2 HdO
Froia Beam Theory we hare









Incremental kinetic energy in the beam is *"£" x t^Ty
and ftfeftt rf the coupling ie *^- x vfrA
where Mc it the **»**» of the coupling.
bl£t dlS « ' ' U
1
where yO i« density, A is the eectioa&l area
ffcfta
.'














To maximise, tin^fwt) « cos (>rt) 1
- IT(The saxisium PetestJ nergy occurs at
-*r radians before and after
the time where Kinetic Snergv is a&xlama)
Therefore I r yO^i M */7Wl - Tf 4Elw




For the steel shaft of diameter 1 l/g In.,
H * fJ5J x HP lb.-sq.in.
/O 0.286 lb./cu.in.
a « 10.115 in.
1 - lU.qi5 in.
g * 3&6 in./sec^
The cou^lin^ weight Ijt ".PI lb.
Solving the final equation above, Ve&flQ rad./see. which is, then, the
critical speed for the ahaft extension.
and _ Q
V m •— x 60 * -~*y x 60 * 11*300 rpa
For the case of the equivalent vibrating beam with rigidly fixed ends the
eauatlrm of the deflection curve is Resumed to be r felfK\l , N














Proceeding ae before w * ^?.Z0 r&d./nec.
and H m 90*900 rpm.
These speeds represent the extremes between which it might be expected
the nhaft extension will hare it* critical 8r>©ad. It ie to be preruoeed





IHT^MINATIOH m TURBID «Sf . IM 003 IT]
The well-taiown dimensionless parameter?* relating to a>^eed and weight rate
of flow in the turbine, for specification of performance, are:
, where # * Tpn., Q is ratio of actual temperature to standard
is"
temperature (usually ^20 deg. R) in absolute unit*
v^ V Q , where wa weight rate of air flow (lbs. /sec.
)
© is as above
5 is the ratio of adtual static pressure to etf n^erd
oressure (usually lU.7 pat* or 29.92 in. Hg.
)
Taking troical performance data from ref. (g) at rated t>ower,
T^ « 195H deg. E. where 3V is stagnation temperature
ahead of the Turbine
P^ » gU.63 in. Hg where P^ is stagnation pressure
ahead.
w m 6.6U lbs. /sec.
Tunnel Conditions for greatest weight flow can be maintained at 5^° &e&« &«
and 1.6 atmospheres m H7.S7 in.Hg., maximum desired.
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mmmtmxmam . i n i n «M»
23KTEBMIHATIOV All AT rTOlSH IH.BT
Area of the Turbine Annulust
Outer Diameter * S.l in.
Inner Diameter « 5.1 in.
vv
Since only the (stagnation conditions are pre-deterained by the tunnel,
st r tic conditions rauet be obtained by trial and error. For first approx-
imation use density baser! on stagnation conditions,




ijruj.b xihh m oai3^ lbe . /cu . ft .
53,35 x 5GO
Then V m —— where V is stream velocity in ft. /sec.
*<°
m
7'^f Ml ft. /sec.
.Zlb X.H3Z
2.
Then P m P-P±" m lj X iKl x l^U - 1/2 x *^& x (**£>)
* |#& lbs. /sq.ft.
i
r • ¥«. - — vhere the specific heat at constant 'pressure * *













Then, for second trial % & m ~^Z rr * .1099 tt»§./eu.ft.
F « 3°Ul Ut«/«<»ft« and 5? * 553 deg. R
The thirfl trial «how«
.1098 lfce./cu.ft. V « ggj ft. /sec.







IMTIOS* 0? gBTlttl JMHKRS
Reynolds' dumber for the required Investigation will be based on state
and velocity Just ahead of the Turbine Ifossle Bing. "$ie characteristic
length will be the chord of the turbine blade at mean radius.
Hjj »/fMA£ ( vhere % is Reynolds' Ktuber
/° is mas* density (ibs-sec'/ft )
V i« velocity (ft/sec)
1 if characteristic length (ft)
yU is viscosity (ibs-sec/so, ft)
/. 5
y*
-y",(RL^)(2-Y from Ref. (i)
where * 120 for air
f B ifj deg. 0.
-6
/"« 170. ? x 10 poises
7 m 553 x 5/9 « Jgf Ae«. C.
so * 170.9 x 10 I
^ { %o)\rVi) * 1*8.0 x 10 poises
£ Uf.O x 10~6 x 2.0S8 x 10~3 * 3.935 T 10*"7 lbs. -sec. /sq.ft.
1.1*75





-W * '^ * °' (^
7 . W500.a
}f.2 1 3.925 x 10"*'
The tunnel can be evacuated to one-tenth of the aaximuia pressure used









fft «f-.? ftfif fri
36.
of rm mm output
t * 5^0*
*> * 1.6 atmospheres « l.h t. Xfr.7 13.53 T>«*>a »
formal Rated rower is obtained at —i * 1
where P. is stagnation pressure &t entrance)
) see Bef.
P^ is stagnation pressure at exit )
at T0t. • 560 H. - 133.86 f>r , m 1.57^2)





x 1.571*2 * .7971 ^ • IO9.7U)
Ah
5 * 133. S6 - 109. Jk * flfeat »W/lb.
/-P a r
4iv ,: - * 77. , „ v m -^u.i w assuming 7?+ « 100
550 l
Therefore saxiaura possible power at 4e«ire& operation









_»M ^0*3 / „ ,*NXH.F. «
, ., R. - S, -
? Uee ref (f))
Vn+3) * 550 o ^
where
f tr coefficient of friction
w » angular velocity, r&jiisn^/fssc.
R outer radius of disc, ft.
R^ * inner rcdlus of water level, ft.
$xperimentsl results show a«l,jj f « .VK)h for rough surfaces, .002
for polished surfaces.
Iff 1 .00*» x *
Benign conditions are
1 • 18,2^0 rota
H.p. « ,?3?.5
Therefore it in desired to design a brake which will absorb 250 H.F. and
over a range of r design speed to maximum allowable.
i a 13.6W ro*
Maximum allowable 20,000 rpa
It can be seen froa the foregoing equation that the slowest eneed will







' g ^5C x U.g y 550 a5o x U.g x 550
o i
'















a - V >oi^z°i « .U39 ft. «$,ifi*.
Kow set R * 5.U \n. « .H5 ft.
for the lowest power output H.P. 2^
Wnder this condition the inner radius of the water level would be
*f * \/,02l& ~ .OWtfZ* • .W*l ft. « 5. ?92 in.
For the maximum allowable speed and 25° H.P.
w * 2093
w2.8 , 1.991 x io9
h.Z U.8 250 x U.g x 550 .^--




x UTTx .OOU x 1.991 x 1CK **
*8





i * y .0218 ~ -000651 .^75 *t. w 5.37 in.
Conroar© this to the 0.0. of the disc m J.fcO. Instability is highly ^robableiJJ
MP flow required for cooling purposes





vt. m qj T e 10,600/100 106 In*, of ^tfcr/snin.
^i./aia. * ioi/t«m * it,?*
It e*n l»e waAIIv seen with this rate of flow ano* the narrow raiure of
water level. , that *-wz& control would not oe accurate enough for uee.

'dix a
AKALTSIS OF 18 ROi 0? A OfLITI.D^H PaRMAIAY MMMQ IN VaTBR
Assume that no end face Is exposed to water
Than T « ?fTfl w» H^? (see Ref. (f))
where T is torque on cylinder (ft-lh)
f i« coefficient of friction * O.OOU
1 is length of the cylinder (ft)
v it rotational speed, rad/eeo
E is the external radius (ft)
n * 1.8
And Horsepower **}-P * T w/550
2fff 1 w
ft*1 R * 5
550
HP x 550 /
so 1 m ~:—^~*g 7 g (from Ar^endix F, ft
Then, for 2^0 hp. at 20*000 r^s,
1 «0.oo,?75 (|) 3 '
g
Assume R - 2 in,
Then 1 « .00?75< ?)' " * 2.^75 ft. » ^.7 in.
Power varies directly with length. For one-tenth of maxiiBura desired operating
output (=?3.95 ho)




Calculation of pressure force** required to balance centrifugal foroet
of the water rotating in the hnasing.
Centrifugal force of an element of w*ter of unit rte^th
* £&r r dQ IL.
where /=> *. density (ibs./cu.ft.)
g * gravitational constant (3f«l ft. /see. )
T„ * linear velocity at radius r (ft. /sec.)
r
r radial position of the element (ft.)
&r m radial length of the element
rdO « the circumferential length
The balancing r>res»ure force (centripetal force)
s^h-r&S
where h is the hydrostatic head (ft.)
other symbols as above.
2
i^h rdG m £• 2L. d** **d4
and /) m\t A I/,9 T
where r
c
is the inner radius at the easing
r,ls the cuter radius of the cylinder.
Kov a««urae velocity distribution from cylinder to eating is linear,
coding to stero at the casing, and having aero slit? on the cylinder, (s^iown
herewith):
V^ * velocity n>n surface of
brake cylinder













ri rc rc - JL *e - • 1™7












r <* r<3 - .1667
t^hmr =(ra . #l667)S * ; - J
m<?
(i - 2 » + r) i r
so, when rQ 1 ft., hmfx"^0C ft *
or IU30 lbs./in. ?
It can be seen from the nature of th« derived formulation for h that
it will decrease as rQ increases. However, if the enclosing caelum is to he
kept within reasonable diaGnslonal Halts, an enclosed pressure tight casing
will be required, resulting in considerable unpredictable circulation. A%> low
power settings with high speed there would be great likelihood of instability
due to the short submerged depth on tb.e braks cylinder. It would be iiinrac-
ticcl to decrease the cylinder diameter ranch under U In., because of the large
submerged denth that would, be required at full power.
1i I1 "
j^f^QDC if
HB«rRMnJA5fX0K Off I *fO» EX A ;.IFTTOaI, VJfM >»WJF
Ass^une that the water enter* axially at the center and leaves tan-
gentlally at the ueri^hery. tfhen power absorption is that due to the
change in tangential momentum imooreA on the water
where 1 is the weight rate of water flow (ibs./i&Ln.)
g is the gravitational constant 0?.2 ft. /sec. 2 )
V is the linear Telocity at the wheel rim (ft. /sec.)
i u g x tf* x * x 13000and I « -j-*—-"—
takin? the density of water as g lbs. /gal.
o . ? * ff> t y ??QQ° . ? *ff x ff * yooo
J? X r S x <vr)*
where % is volume flow (^al./min.)
w is the rotational speed (rad./sec.)
r i s the rim radius ( ft
.
)
Then, for ?^0 hp. at 86000 rpa
. 2 x 89D x 38.2 x 33 __ ^ l
« . ft XXX? » 2 P rB x {?." x —:5Qr) r^
also * wr * 27Tx ^222 x r « POn? r
The following solutions are found;
wSi
Oj
r (ft.) vr « V . . <il,/ffii .
.0
It oan bo si -t t for a reasonable flovr, wheel diameters and re-




Assume a 50$ Reaction Turbine
Then, when *p l) • ?. P t . ,
where P^ is stagnation r>-r»e$pure ahead of nosssles
P- is stagnation pressure behind rotor
P| is atagnation pressure ahead of rotor







Pf A6 x/</'? * 11.7S psia
?
Maxiswo thrust ^ A xA?
where A is turbine annulus area « .216 so. ft.
T * ,&£ 1 lUU * U.*H > I5C.5 1*8.
Consider Horrae-Hof "raan Double Plate Single Row Inch~T,rne Bearing
redium sine, Series 307-PP
Rated Load at 30QO rnra m KCO lbs.
Hated Load at ?OO00 rnm « ^80 lbs., by extrapolation of tabulated values,
The manufacturer's catalog gives
r 0.5 H + 1.5 T
tfoftffft P is equivalent load for rating
R i«» radial Load
^ is Thrust Load
--
.
Tn the <3e«ire<* applla
m P • I.J
Therefore B»arift£ i t< flttf '12.2 2.2




AAtftMp tf Ruraft m t .
iMtt the taaaftl * ~ " ' m air ve ie
-ed, t lu Ine beeooet il , ,bly
fta the 1c kbt lyi , the turbine oontiauea to
run under 111 Ova Inert-*: fbf ' tint. (Mt? th*M conditions
the axial load on the Itarfc ^tor rever . AM tie on retainer ring
nil! be required V«hl&<3 II , n the c
TT*e ?. Ittll ring vith cr*r,' MttlM l/l in. If If* ?6) # with
rln> Tit (Clrss ?*} on the M . . ' . ' In.
Interference ir '. I in., dianet
How e £*, where e c circumferential tl on in I'm ring
tensile load la the rin^
1 m the ™>>an circiaference of the ring
A >a
ll aodulus of elr.nticit*/.
-7T (a '*.)§ where a d is the interference
'hen •AJ UtAdTM • = .0008 § * i « JO X 10*T- ^rd,, *-Tjf§ •
500 lbs.
j
.Nov 2P =r 2 p r w
where n ia normal pressure on the inner surface of the ring
r in the inner radius of the ring




Total Noraal Load » tf « -> x tfff x w aTT P
H « 3lU01bs.
Allowable axial load I x f
where f is static coef. of friction (0.15 *o* steel to steel)
Allowable axial load m 0.15 x Jl^O * ^71 lbs.
Assume that the turbine can provide a pressure ratio of 2/1 when acting
as a pO*p ( very conservative , since the blades will nrobably be stalled, and
efficiency will be low).
Also MUM that the tunnel compressor is working on a 2 to 1 pressure
ratio, compressing to 1.6 atmospheres (the highest desired operating condition).
Then exit pressure on turbine « ne m X/| x l,( x lU.7 « O.g x 1^.7
and inlet pressure on turbine p» »(l/t)pt « oj* x lH.7
'Then total axial pressure force on rotor (O.g - O.k) x 1^.7 x l^k x .31
6
« 183 lbs.
Feetor of Safetv nrovided by shrink ring
183
',
Torgue In Shaft. « •yj/ where/P is turbine power output
w is turbine rotational speed
Fro*. ref.^I^ static coef. friction, steel to steel,
Radial Trper in Joint l/l6 iV/71
Arern^e <U&». in Joint » 1 l/l£
Then tot&l Surface force on Joint * SPTg^ft
radius
inyf^ k 1US5 lb*.
and total iHRMl force * V * iii£5, * l )j K5 « 9,900 lbs.
0.0
so F « O.O&rf x % q.
where P is the n^cesafiry force which raust exist between
coupling and shaft while rxmnin." ftt full ^ower.
The axis! force on ItM turbine rotor !«&• to separate t'ie two, so
this, also must be provided by the required retaining nut, i.e.









torque on Thread? m tf8 x f x r^ = Tt
re f ig eo*f< of friction
r* is pitch radius of thread
*Jse f for t1 >iction, to "be conservative
Then *t * gfi6 x 0.15 * 2|H a J*> lb. -in.
Assemble the coupling with 500 lb. -in. imposed on retaining nut.
Factor of Safety at Full Load « -*2L « 13.0
It is recommended that high torque be used in setting up the assembly,






air saw?? fi&n spmna msiQm
tig. 5 shows the desired wive.
O.D. m 9 In. Thickness l/k In.
e.g. to hinge-line — 5 i»-
Material — Aluiainusi Alloy, ?> ST
Density « 0.10 lbfi./cu.in.
-t. of Valve m ^L X T)? x t */3 «^ X A. x jL s 0.1C
• 1*6 lbs.
NNMMMVy VM&iaf terms About hffff 1*4 I fc«8t m 7. 7 2 lb. -in.
Use two wrings, one left and one right hand, ^.093 in.dlant. hard, drawn
spring wire on 0.625 moan Raring dlam.* six active turns each.
Jroaref. 0). * - fg| .
where K is modulus of elasticity
d is spring wire diaa.
n is angle of deflection (no. turns)
H is no. of active turns
B is aeaa dia«. of the spring
f If the spring torque
Take spring deflection of 1/2 turn for valve-open position







An&le of turn when valve is seated It 70 dug.
en T «, • T-Z- s 2?. 8 x 2 11.6 in lbs. saating torqueS6&*. ISO
Factor of Safety when seated
* T"7^ s *••• And valve will stay safely closed without a
latch.
See Fig. 7 tor spring details
Analysis of Closing Time of Air safety valw,
. Jit «
where <^ * angular acceleration
© * angle of valve, referenced to aero at o^en position (radians)
Tq « torque on the wive, a function of 9
I n Kass moment of Inertia of the valve about the hinge.
tfhen valve is open, TQ m 55. 6 lb. -in.
When valve is closed, Tc 21.6 - J.7?
= 13. gg lb. in,
°T « * 10/5 7 i3 , so CL . 554& xUO s 8.96 rad.
55.6 55J - 13. gg Ul. 7? 57.3
Then TQ « 55. f, <l - °) « 55. G - a. 7 ©
so iLg , 7?-* - ?ULQ
dtz I




One -oesible solution is
t • when a 9 and v m || when m






''hen the v?lve is closed, Q* H2-.c 57-3
m
57.3 a.i L ' 1 J
1 - god2l-n'_ t m .750
fc» I . S (g 4 a*)
where V? is weight of the valve in Ids.
g is gravitational constant (*%& in./eee^)
B is the valve aiaseter (9 in.)
d is distance froa the e.g. of the valve to the hinge
line (k.S2 in.)
I m lA {*k + 23.2*5) - .117? lD^.-in.-sec. 2
3^6 16
CO r]J 2l^ ' m cosfje? m cos (l . A.) * >%$
} Mil
so the required time for closing t m * * ». 7,5:2
• 515
*£ O.H«5 sec.
It is to be noted that this represent s the JilalTnum closing tine, since
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